Locations and Number of Regions/Communities
(Ensayo: basado en la información suministrada por las zonas en la primavera del 2018)
We found that all the zones do some sort of communication, mentoring, and resource sharing. This may take place at their face-to-face meetings or virtually, via email or web meetings.

Eleven of the fifteen zones host virtual meetings. A total of 103 virtual meetings were conducted by the zones in 2017.

Nine of the zones incorporate planning into their meetings. Some have been doing this on an ongoing basis; some only have planning for workgroups, and for a few this is a new practice.

Only a few zones provide Fellowship development, PR, and/or H&J services that extend zone-wide.

Six zones have 0–4 elected trusted servants, five zones have 5, and four have 8 or more.

### Autonomy Zonal Forum
- No elected positions. Hosting RSC provides facilitator and an RD is secretary.
- Host RSC covers expenses of meeting. RSCs share costs of website.

### Midwest Zonal Forum
- 2 Co-facilitators, secretary, treasurer, webserver.
- Positions are partially funded.
- RSC and individual contributions fund the zone.
- Yearly budget: $2,920–$4,380

### North East Zonal Forum
- Chair, vice chair, secretary, treasurer, webserver, RD of hosting region (for planning).
- Positions are not funded by zone if held by RD.
- Host RSC covers expenses of meeting. RSC contribute if a position is held by a non-RD.

### Rocky Mountain Zonal Forum
- Webserver. Hosting RSC provides facilitator and recorder.
- Positions are not funded by zone.
- Host RSC covers expenses of meeting.

### Southeastern Zonal Forum
- Facilitator, secretary/treasurer, webserver, PR and H&J task force coordinators.
- Facilitator and secretary/treasurer funded by zone.
- RSCs share costs.

### Southern Zonal Forum
- Facilitator, secretary, treasurer, zone delegate.
- Positions are funded by zone.
- RSC contributions, t-shirt sales, and registration fees fund the zone.
- Yearly budget: $2,000

### Western States Zonal Forum
- No elected positions. Hosting RSC provides facilitator and recorder.
- Host RSC covers expenses of meeting.

### Canadian Assembly
- Chair, vice chair, secretary, treasurer, national convention resource coordinator, three FD team members.
- Positions are funded by zone. Subsidies are available for RDs.
- Profits from convention and RSC contributions fund the zone.

### European Delegates Meeting
- Chair, vice chair, secretary, treasurer, national convention resource coordinator, three FD team members.
- Positions are funded by zone. Subsidies are available for RDs.
- Profits from convention and RSC contributions fund the zone.

### Latin American Zonal Forum
- Chair, vice chair, secretary, treasurer, national convention resource coordinator, three FD team members.
- Positions are funded by zone. Subsidies are available for RDs.
- Literature: translation, convention, and RSC contributions fund the zone.

### Russian-speaking Zonal Forum
- Chair, vice chair (secretary), treasurer, literature translation coordinator, literature distribution coordinator, PR coordinator, H&J coordinator, zone delegate.
- Positions are funded by zone. Subsidies are available for RDs.
- Literature: literature distribution, convention, and RSC contributions fund the zone.

### Brazilian Zonal Forum
- National website sales and FD efforts. FD staff started a network of outreach trusted servants.

### Zonal Forums
- Chair, vice chair, secretary.
- Trustee positions and delegations are funded by NAW.
- All zone expenses funded by NAW.
- 1 face-to-face meetings (3 days) + 12 virtual meetings.
- Collaborate on East African Regional Convention and Swahili translation events.
- Strategic planning for FD/PR workgroups.

### Asian Pacific Zonal Forum
- Chair, secretary, treasurer, Fellowship development coordinator, merchandise chair, newsletter editor, webserver, women’s FD coordinator, zonal delegate, strategic planning point person.
- Funded by the zone. Chair, secretary, treasurer, FD coordinator, merchandise chair, women’s FD coordinator, zone delegate, and strategic planning point person. Subsidies are available for RDs.
- Contributions from fundraising, local NA communities, RSCs, and convention fund the zone.
- Yearly budget: $9,000–$35,000
- 1 face-to-face meeting (4 days) + 10 virtual meetings—Admin committee and workgroups only.

### Autonomous Zonal Forum
- National website sales and FD efforts. FD staff started a network of outreach trusted servants.
- Completed NA History in Brazil project which will be part of a museum.
- Strategic planning is increasing.